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The whole interview was part of a presentation at Stanford late last year:
Cheap renewables won’t stop global warming, says Bill Gates
The interview by Arun Majumdar, co-director of Stanford Energy’s
Precourt Institute for Energy, which organized the conference, can
be watched here.
When financial analysts proposed rating companies on their CO2
output to drive down emissions, Gates was appalled by the idea that
the climate and energy problem would be easy to solve. He asked
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them: “Do you guys on Wall Street have something in your desks
that makes steel? Where is fertilizer, cement, plastic going to come
from? Do planes fly through the sky because of some number you
put in a spreadsheet?”
“The idea that we have the current tools and it’s just because these

Pac Hydro promises but fails to fix its
screeching fans at Cape Bridgewater

Health Impacts of Waterloo Wind Farm

utility people are evil people and if we could just beat on them and
put (solar panels) on our rooftop—that is more of a block than
climate denial,” Gates said. “The ‘climate is easy to solve’ group is
our biggest problem.”
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If he only looked at the numbers in the climate science debate…
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Typhoon takes out turbines in Taiwan.
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About stopthesethings
We are a group of citizens concerned about the rapid
spread of industrial wind power generation
installations across Australia.
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andreasmarciniak says:
February 18, 2019 at 8:06 pm

Reblogged this on ajmarciniak.
Reply

William Gray says:
February 18, 2019 at 7:52 pm

London to a brick you will NEVER see this interview replayed on the
ABC. Such an evil denier.
Reply

Fletch says:
February 18, 2019 at 7:29 pm

Unfortunately I don’t think Angus Taylor will be able to underwrite
new coal fired generation before the election. Time is of the essence
and with so many variables such as the snowy hydro scheme, who
would invest?
The Australia Institute and other radicals are primed for a High court
challenge.
Too little too late from the Libs, Turnbull has all but destroyed this
once great party.
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